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Abstract. We introduce a new order on rough sets inspired by the notion of accuracy measure.
Rough sets ordered by this accuracy-type order form a complete lattice, which is isomorphic
to the lattice where rough sets are ordered traditionally by the inclusion relation. Although the
lattices are order-isomorphic, the elements can be totally differently located in them. The iso-
morphy of the lattices is verified by introducing the so-called boundary representation of rough
sets. Some basic properties of the introduced order are also presented and an illustrative example
demonstrates the relationship between the different structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we examine different orders which can be defined on rough sets.
The notion of rough sets were introduced by Pawlak in [8] aiming an extension of
standard set theory. In his original model, Pawlak assumed that our knowledge about
the objects of a universe U is given in terms of an equivalence relation E � U �U
reflecting the indiscernibility of the objects. Two elements of U are E-equivalent
if we cannot distinguish them by their attributes known by us. Using the classes
of this equivalence for any subset of the object set a pair of sets called lower and
upper approximations is defined. These pairs may be identified with rough sets and
ordering them by the component-wise inclusion, we obtain a well-known complete
lattice, the rough set lattice, whose properties were investigated in details. Forming
the ratio of the cardinalities of the lower and upper approximations we obtain the so-
called accuracy measure which is a basic numerical characterization of rough sets.
This measure and its improved versions play an important role in granular computing
and were studied in different papers [10–14]. Inspired by the accuracy measure we
propose a new order on rough sets. Rough sets ordered by this accuracy-type order
form a complete lattice which is isomorphic to the lattice obtained by the traditional
inclusion order, although the sets can be completely differently positioned in this
new lattice. Our work was also motivated by the papers [1, 6]. In [6] an extension
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of the classical set algebra is presented, which can be considered as a counterpart of
Belnap’s four-valued logic. It is known that Belnap’s four-valued logic deals with
two truth values [1]: one of them describes the incompleteness of the information,
and the other expresses its consistency.

2. PRELIMINARIES

For any equivalence relation E � U �U and any element u 2 U , let E.u/ denote
the E-equivalence class of u, i.e.

E.u/ WD fx 2 U j .u;x/ 2Eg:

Then for any subsetX �U the lower approximation ofX with respect toE is defined
as

XE WD fx 2 U jE.x/�Xg;

and the upper approximation of X is given by

XE
WD fx 2 U jE.x/\X ¤¿g:

The set BNE .X/ WD X
E nXE will be referred to as the E-boundary region of X .

Since x 2 E.x/ for each x 2 U , we get that XE � X � X
E and hence we can

partition the elements of U into three disjoint classes with respect to the set X (see
[5]):

(1) The elements which are certainly in X . These elements are interpreted as the
elements of XE , because if x 2XE , then all the elements of the equivalence
class E.x/ of x are in X .

(2) The elements which are certainly not in X . The elements x of U such that
all the elements of the class E.x/ of x are not in X : E.x/\X D¿.

(3) The elements which are possibly inX , i.e. x 2U which areE-related at least
with one element ofX and also with at least one element from its complement
Xc D U nX . In other words, now E.x/\X ¤ ¿ and E.x/ ª X , i.e. x 2
XE nXE D BNE .X/.

If XE D X
E , i.e. the boundary region of X is the empty set ¿; then the set X is

called exact with respect to E. Now let X;Y � U . The following properties will be
used in our paper:

(a) ¿E D¿E D¿, UE D UE D U ;
(b) .XE /

E
D .XE /E DXE ,

�
XE

�E
D
�
XE

�
E
DXE ;

(c) If X � Y then XE � YE and XE � Y E .
By definition, for any set X � U , XE , XE and also BNE .X/ are unions of some
classes of the equivalence E. In what follows, unions of E-equivalence classes will
be called definable sets and their set will be denoted by DF.U;E/. Thus

DF.U;E/D
n
X � U jX D

[
fE.x/ j x 2X

o
:
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As for each X 2 DF.U;E/, XE D XE D X , according to (b), we deduce that
DF.U;E/, fXE j X � U g and fXE j X � U g are the same systems of sets, and
the definable sets are just the exact sets with respect to E. Clearly, with respect to �
they form an ordered set .DF.U;E/;�/. It is known that .DF.U;E/;�/ is a complete
Boolean lattice, where the lattice operations _ and ^ are just the set-theoretical union
and intersection of the definable sets. Since the set-theoretical complement Xc of a
setX 2DF.U;E/ is also definable, the complement ofX in the lattice .DF.U;E/;�/
is just Xc .

The rough set of X can be identified with the pair .XE ;X
E / and the set of all

rough sets of E is usually given as

RS.U;E/ WD f.XE ;X
E / jX � U g:

In other words, with every rough set we associate two exact sets, i.e. the lower
approximation XE and the upper approximation XE of the target set X . XE is
also called the positive region of X , while .XE /c the negative region of X . The
set RS.U;E/ may be canonically ordered by the component-wise inclusion (called
inclusion order):

.XE ;X
E /� .YE ;Y

E /,XE � YE and XE
� Y E ;

obtaining a partially ordered set RS.U;E/ WD .RS.U;E/;�/. It is well-known that
RS.U;E/ is a completely distributive Stone lattice (see e.g. [9]) with the least ele-
ment .¿;¿/ and the greatest element .U;U /. (Later this result was improved by S.
D. Comer [2] by showing that RS.U;E/ is a so-called regular double Stone algebra).
Of course, a rough set can be characterized not only by the fact that how ”wide” are
the sets XE and XE assigned to it, but also by the fact that how ”vague” is the rough
set itself, i.e. how wide is its boundary with respect to its lower or upper approxima-
tion. For instance, a (finite) rough set different from .¿;¿/ can also be characterized
numerically by the coefficient:

˛E .X/D
jXE jˇ̌
XE

ˇ̌ D 1� jBNE .X/j

jXE jC jBNE .X/j

called the accuracy of approximation, where jX j denotes the cardinality of the set
X ¤ ¿. For ¿ we define ˛E .¿/ D 1. Inspired by this notion introduced by Z.
Pawlak in [8], we define a new partial order v on the set RS.U;E/ as follows:

.XE ;X
E /v .YE ;Y

E /,XE � YE and BNE .Y /� BNE .X/:

Clearly, v is a reflexive and transitive relation. Let .XE ;X
E / v .YE ;Y

E / and
.YE ;Y

E /v .XE ;X
E /. Then XE D YE and BNE .Y /D BNE .X/ together imply

XE
DXE [ BNE .X/D YE [BNE .Y /D Y

E ;

whence we get
.XE ;X

E /D .YE ;Y
E /:
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This proves that v is also antisymmetric, thus it is a partial order.
On the other hand, if .XE ;X

E / and .YE ;Y
E / are rough sets different from .¿;¿/

and .XE ;X
E /v .YE ;Y

E /, then jXE j � jYE j and jBNE .X/j � jBNE .Y /j imply
jXE j

jBNE .X/j
C1�

jYE j

jBNE .Y /j
C1;

and hence

˛E .X/D 1�
1

jXE j

jBNE.X/j
C1
� 1�

1

jYE j

jBNE.Y /j
C1
D ˛E .Y /:

We also note that the accuracy measure can be generated using the Marczewski-
Steinhaus metric defined on the subsets of a universe (see [12, 13]).

In what follows, we will study the partially ordered set .RS.U;E/;v/. Comparing
two rough sets .AE ;A

E / and .BE ;B
E / by the relation v, the inclusion AE � BE

expresses that the positive region of the first rough set is less than the positive region
of the second one, i.e. the truth-value represented by the second one is bigger than
the truth-value of the first one. The relation BNE .B/ � BNE .A/ expresses that the
second rough set is closer to an exact set than the first one, i.e. the information in
the second one is more consistent than in the first one. Surprisingly, although v is
significantly different from the inclusion order, .RS.U;E/;v/ is isomorphic to the
lattice .RS.U;E/;�/. To understand the properties of the lattice .RS.U;E/;v/ we
need some more notions.

Lattice theoretical notions

A complete lattice L is called completely distributive (see e.g. [3]) if for any
doubly indexed family of elements fxi;j gi2I , j2J , .I;J ¤¿/ we have

^
i2I

0@_
j2J

xi;j

1AD _
f WI!J

 ^
i2I

xi;f .i/

!
:

For instance, any complete Boolean lattice and finite distributive lattice is completely
distributive. A bounded lattice L is called pseudocomplemented, if for any x 2 L
there exists an element x� 2 L such that x^y D 0, for some y 2 L, y � x�. A
bounded distributive lattice L is called a Stone lattice, whenever the equality

x�_x�� D 1

holds for all x 2 L (see [4]).
A bijective function � WM !N between two ordered sets .M1;�1/ and .M2;�2/

is called an order isomorphism if for every x and y in M1

x �1 y, �.x/�2 �.y/:

Specially, if � is an order isomorphism fromM1 toM2 where .M1;�1/ and .M2;�2

/ are complete lattices, then � preserves the lattice operations.
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A singleton of a binary relation E � U �U is an element s 2 U such that E.s/D
fsg. The set of singletons will be denoted by S.E/, or simply by S , when there is no
danger of confusion. Let E � U �U be an equivalence. Then clearly, for any s 2 S
we have fsgE D fsgE D fsg, whence SE D S

E D S . Thus S 2 DF.U;E/. It was
proved in [7] that for any X;Y 2 DF.U;E/ with X � Y , the pair .X;Y / is a rough
set defined by E if and only if Y nX does not contain any singleton of E. Since Y is
a disjoint union of X and Y nX , the latter condition is equivalent to X \S D Y \S .
In other words,

.X;Y / 2RS.U;E/,X;Y 2 DF.U;E/, X � Y and X \S D Y \S: (2.1)

Therefore, the rough sets of E can be identified with the set

RS.U;E/D f.X;Y / 2 DF.U;E/2 jX � Y and X \S D Y \Sg: (2.2)

Since the operations in the lattice RS.U;E/ D .RS.U;E/;�/ are defined as the
component-wise union and intersection of the pairs of definable sets, RS.U;E/ con-
stitute a complete sublattice of the direct square .DF.U;E/;�/�
.DF.U;E/;�/. The representation given in (2.2) is usually called increasing rep-
resentation of rough sets induced by E.

Disjoint representations of rough sets were introduced by P. Pagliani in [5]. Each
rough set .XE ;X

E / may be represented as a pair .XE ;
�
XE

�c
/, called the disjoint

rough set of X . Clearly, .XE ;
�
XE

�c
belongs to DF.U;E/2, and now

�
XE

�c
can be

interpreted as the set of elements that certainly are outside of X . (This is the negative
region of X .) We denote

dRS.U;E/ WD f.XE ;
�
XE

�c
/ jX � U g:

It was proved in [5] that

dRS.U;E/D f.A;B/ 2 DF.U;E/2 j A\B D¿;S � A[Bg. (3)

The pairs .A;B/;.C;D/ 2 dRS.U;E/ are ordered as follows:

.A;B/. .C;D/, .A� C and B �D/

In [5] it was shown that � W.A;B/ ! .A;Bc/ is an order-isomorphism between
.RS.U;E/;�/ and .dRS.U;E/;./, which allows us to call (3) the disjoint repres-
entation of rough sets induced by E.

3. BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION OF ROUGH SETS

Let us observe first that the rough set corresponding to a reference set X � U
can be determined not only by its lower and upper approximations XE and XE , but
also by XE and its boundary BNE .X/ D X

E nXE 2 DF(U;E). Indeed, we have
XE D XE [ BNE .X/ and XE \ BNE .X/ D ¿, S \ BNE .X/ D ¿. In fact, we
have the following
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Lemma 1. Let E � U �U be an equivalence relation and S be the set of its
singletons. Then for any A;D 2 DF.U;E/, the pair .A;A[D/ 2 RS.U;E/ if and
only if .A[S/\D D¿.

Proof. If .A;A[D/ 2RS.U;E/, then .A;A[D/D .XE ;X
E /, for someX �U

and hence
D D .A[D/nADXE

nXE D BNE .X/:

Then A\D D¿ and
S \D D S \ BNE .X/D¿

imply .A[S/\D D¿.
Conversely, assume that .A[S/\D D¿. Then S \D D¿. Since A, A[D 2

DF.U;E/, A� A[D and

.A[D/\S D .A\S/\ .D\S/D A\S;

in view of (2.1) we obtain that .A;A[D/ 2RS.U;E/. �

As an immediate corollary we obtain:

Corollary 1. For any equivalence E � U �U ,

RS.U;E/D f.A;A[D/ j A;D 2 DF.U;E/, and .A[S/\D D¿g:

Now, let us consider the following set

BRS.U;E/D f.A;D/ j A;D 2 DF.U;E/, and .A[S/\D D¿g:
Defining on BRS.U;E/ a partial order as follows:

.A1;D1/E .A2;D2/” A1 � A2 and D2 �D1;

we obtain a partially ordered set BRS.U;E/ WD .BRS.U;E/;E/. Since we will
prove that BRS.U;E/ is isomorphic to the lattice RS.U;E/, we can call BRS.U;E/
boundary representation of the rough sets of E � U �U . We can see that this is
closely related to the disjoint representation of rough sets.

Theorem 1. Let E be an arbitrary equivalence on the universe U . Then
BRS.U;E/ and RS.U;E/ are order-isomorphic.

Proof. Let us consider the maps

'WRS.U;E/! BRS.U;E/; '.A;B/D .A;.B [S/c/;

for all .A;B/ 2RS.U;E/ and

 WBRS.U;E/!RS.U;E/;  .A;D/D .A;A[ .D[S/c/;

for all .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/.
First, check that ' and  are well-defined: Indeed, for any .A;B/ 2RS.U;E/ we

have A;B [S 2 DF.U;E/, whence .B [S/c 2 DF.U;E/ and

.A[S/\ .B [S/c D .A[S/\Bc
\Sc

D .A\Bc
\Sc/[ .S \Bc

\Sc/D¿;
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because S \ Sc D ¿, and A � B implies A\Bc D ¿. Hence .A;.B [ S/c/ 2
BRS.U;E/, according to (2). Further, for each .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/, A;D;S 2
DF.U;E/ yields A[ .D[S/c 2 DF.U;E/. Clearly, A� A[ .D[S/c and�

A[ .D[S/c
�
\S D .A[

�
Dc
\Sc

�
/\S D .A\S/[ .Dc

\Sc
\S/

D .A\S/[¿D A\S:

Hence .A;A[ .D[S/c/ 2RS.U;E/.
It is easy to see that both ' and  are order-preserving. Indeed, for some .A1;B1/,

.A2;B2/ 2RS.U;E/ let .A1;B1/� .A2;B2/. Then A1 �A2 and B1[S �B2[S ,
and hence .B2[S/

c
� .B1[S/

c . This implies

'.A1;B1/D .A1; .B1[S/
c/E .A2; .B2[S/

c/D '.A2;B2/:

Similarly, let .A1;D1/E .A2;D2/ for some .A1;D1/; .A2;D2/2BRS.U;E/. Then
A1 � A2 and D2 �D1 yields .D1[S/

c
� .D2[S/

c , and hence we get

 .A1;D1/D .A1; .D1[S/
c/� .A2; .D2[S/

c/D  .A2;D2/:

Finally, observe that the mappings ' and  are inverses each of other. Indeed, for
any .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/ we have

'. .A;D//D '.A;A[ .D[S/c/D .A;.A[ .D[S/c [S/c/

D .A;Ac
\ .D[S/\Sc/D .A;.Ac

\D\Sc/[ .Ac
\S \Sc//

D .A;.A[S/c \D/D .A;D/;

because .A[S/\D D¿ implies D � .A[S/c , i.e. .A[S/c \D DD.
On the other hand, let .A;B/ 2RS.U;E/. Then

 .'.A;B//D  .A;.B [S/c/D .A;A[
�
.B [S/c [S

�c
/

D .A;A[
�
.B [S/\Sc

�
/D .A;A[

�
.B \Sc/[ .S \Sc/

�
/

D .A;A[ .B \Sc//D .A;B/:

The last equality holds because

B D B \ .S [Sc/D .B \S/[ .B \Sc/D .A\S/[ .B \Sc/

implies
A[ .B \Sc/D A[ .A\S/[ .B \Sc/D A[B D B:

The above results show that ' and  are order-isomorphism, hence the ordered sets
BRS.U;E/ and RS.U;E/ are isomorphic. �

Now let us consider the partially ordered set .RS.U;E/;v/ defined by the order
v. Now we are able to prove

Proposition 1. Let E be an equivalence on the universe U . Then the partially
ordered sets .RS.U;E/;v/ and .RS.U;E/;�/ are order-isomorphic.
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Proof. Observe that it is enough to prove that .RS.U;E/;v/ and
.BRS.U;E/;E/ are order-isomorphic. Then Theorem 1 will imply that
.RS.U;E/;v/Š .RS.U;E/;�/.

Let us consider the maps for all .AE ;A
E / 2RS.U;E/

f WRS.U;E/! BRS.U;E/; f .AE ;A
E /D .AE ;A

E
nAE /;

and for all .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/

gWBRS.U;E/!RS.U;E/; g.A;D/D .A;A[D/:

Since AE ;A
E nAE 2 DF.U;E/ and

.AE [S/\
�
AE
nAE

�
D .AE [S/\ BNE .A/D¿;

we have .AE ;A
E nAE / 2 BRS.U;E/, and hence f is well-defined. Observe also

that for any .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/, we have .A;A[D/ 2RS.U;E/. Indeed,

.A[S/\ D D¿
by definition of BRS.U;E/, and hence Lemma 1 yields .A;A[D/ 2 RS.U;E/.
Thus the map g is also well-defined. Since

f .g.A;D//D f .A;A[D/D .A;.A[D/nA/D .A;D/;

and
g.f .AE ;A

E //D g.AE ;A
E
nAE /D .AE ;A

E /;

for all .A;D/ 2 BRS.U;E/, and .AE ;A
E / 2 RS.U;E/, the maps f and g are in-

verses each of other. Therefore f and g are bijective mappings.
Now let .XE ;X

E /; .YE ;Y
E / 2RS.U;E/. Then we can write:

.XE ;X
E /v .YE ;Y

E /,XE � YE and Y E
nY E

�XE
nXE

, .XE ;X
E
nXE /E .YE ;Y

E
nYE /

, f .XE ;X
E /E f .YE ;Y

E /:

This proves that f (and also its inverse g) is an order-isomorphism. �

Corollary 2. Let E � U �U be an equivalence relation. Then .BRS.U;E/;E/
and .RS.U;E/;v/ are completely distributive Stone lattices.

It is not hard to determine the form of the join and meet operation in the new lattice
.RS.U;E/;v/.

Proposition 2. Let E � U �U be an equivalence relation. Then for any system
H � P .U / and .XE ;X

E / 2 RS.U;E/, X 2H , the join and meet in the complete
lattice .RS.U;E/;v/ are given by the formulas:G

X2H

.XE ;X
E /D

 [
X2H

XE ;

 [
X2H

XE

![ \
X2H

BNE .X/

!!
;
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l

X2H

.XE ;X
E /D

 \
X2H

XE ;

 \
X2H

XE

![ [
X2H

BNE .X/

!!
:

Proof. SinceXE �
S

X2H

XE and
T

X2H

BNE .X/�BNE .X/, for eachX 2H , we

have .XE ;X
E / v

 S
X2H

XE ;

 S
X2H

XE

!S T
X2H

BNE .X/

!!
for all X 2H , i.e.

the right side is an upperbound for the system f.XE ;X
E / j X 2Hg. Now, suppose

that .YE ;Y
E / is also an upper bound for f.XE ;X

E / jX 2Hg.
Then the relations XE � YE and BNE .Y / � BNE .X/, for all X 2 H implyS

X2H

XE � YE and BNE .Y /�
T

X2H

BNE .X/, proving that

 [
X2H

XE ;

 [
X2H

XE

![ \
X2H

BNE .X/

!!
v .YE ;Y

E /:

This means that  [
X2H

XE ;

 [
X2H

XE

![ \
X2H

BNE .X/

!!

equals to the supremum
F

X2H

.XE ;X
E / of f.XE ;X

E / jX 2Hg: The second equal-

ity is proved dually. �

Let L be a complete lattice and an element p 2 L. Then the set

Œp/D fx 2 L j x � pg

is called the principal filter belonging to p. In addition, we use the notion of an exact
element of RS.U;E/ as follows:

.XE ;X
E / 2RS.U;E/ is exact; if XE DX DX

E :

Corollary 3. The principal filter�
.¿;¿/

�
D f.X;Y / 2RS.U;E/ j .¿;¿/v .X;Y /g

is equal to the set of the exact elements of RS.U;E/.

Proof. Let .X;X/ be an exact element of the lattice RS.U;E/. Then clearly
.¿;¿/v .X;X/. Conversely, for any .X;Y /2

�
.¿;¿/

�
the relation .¿;¿/v .X;Y /

implies Y nX � ¿, i.e. X D Y . This means that .X;Y / is an exact element of
RS.U;E/. �

We give an example to illustrate the discussed structures.
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TABLE 1.

X XE XE BNE .X/

¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
fag fag fag ¿
fbg fbg fbg ¿
fcg ¿ fcIdg fcIdg

fdg ¿ fcIdg fcIdg

faIbg faIbg faIbg ¿
faIcg fag faIcIdg fcIdg

faIdg fag faIcIdg fcIdg

fbIcg fbg fbIcIdg fcIdg

fbIdg fbg fbIcIdg fcIdg

fcIdg fcIdg fcIdg ¿
faIbIcg faIbg U fcIdg

faIbIdg faIbg U fcIdg

faIcIdg faIcIdg faIcIdg ¿
fbIcIdg fbIcIdg fbIcIdg ¿
U U U ¿

Example 1. Consider a universe consisting of four elements U D fa;b;c;dg. Let
E be an equivalence relation on U yielding the partitions

U=E D ffag;fbg;fcIdgg:

Table 1 contains the lower and upper approximations and the boundary regions for
all subsets of U .

Based on Table 1 twelve different rough sets are detected and the rough set lattice
with the inclusion order is presented in Figure 1. Using the boundary regions we
construct the lattices .BRS.U;E/;E/ and .RS.U;E/;v/ and plot their Hasse dia-
grams in the next Figure 2. Comparing the diagrams of the lattices .RS.U;E/;�/
(see Figure 1) and .RS.U;E/;v/ (see Figure 2) their order-isomorphy is obvious,
but the rough sets are located in different way in them.

As an illustration to Corollary 3 we list the exact rough sets from Table 1, which
form the principal filter belonging to .¿;¿/ as follows:�

.¿;¿/
�
D f.¿I¿/I .fag;fag/I .fbg;fbg/I .faIbg;faIbg/I .fcIdg;fcIdg/I

.faIcIdg;faIcIdg/I .fbIcIdg;fbIcIdg/I .U;U /g:

The elements of the filter are the edges of the upper ”cube” in the lattice
.RS.U;E/;v/ as it is visible in Figure 2.
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.U IU/

.faIcIdgIfaIcIdg/

.fcIdgIfcIdg/

.fbIcIdgIfbIcIdg/

.faIbgIU/

.fagIfaIcIdg/

.¿I fcIdg/

.fbgIfbIcIdg/

.faIbgIfaIbg/

.fagIfag/

.¿I¿/

.fbgIfbg/

FIGURE 1. Forming rough sets and the rough set lattice
.RS.U;E/;�/ to the equivalence relation given in Example 1

4. CONCLUSIONS

Except for the properties of the well-known rough set lattice the order-theoretical
consequences of rough set theory are less investigated. In this paper, starting from the
traditional accuracy measure we propose a new order on the set of rough sets. This
order induces a complete lattice which is isomorphic to the rough set lattice ordered
by the inclusion relation. In order to prove the isomorphy of the structures we used a
new type of representation of rough sets called boundary representation. For the sake
of completeness the join and meet operators are also derived to this new lattice. We
prove that the exact rough sets (for which the lower and upper approximations coin-
cide) are specially located in our construction. To illustrate our examination a simple
example is studied and the corresponding lattices are presented. As a future work we
plan to explore further properties of this new order and study possible applications
and examples.
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.U I¿/

.faIcIdgI¿/

.fcIdgI¿/

.fbIcIdgI¿/
.faIbgI¿/

.fagI¿/

.¿I¿/

.fbgI¿/
.faIbgIfcIdg/

.fagIfcIdg/

.¿I fcIdg/

.fbgIfcIdg/

.BRS.U;E/;E/

.U IU/

.faIcIdgIfaIcIdg/

.fcIdgIfcIdg/

.fbIcIdgIfbIcIdg/

.faIbgIfaIbg/

.fagIfag/

.¿I¿/

.fbgIfbg/

.faIbgIU/

.fagIfaIcIdg/

.¿I fcIdg/

.fbgIfbIcIdg/

.RS.U;E/;v/

FIGURE 2. The Hasse diagram of the lattices .BRS.U;E/;E/ and
.RS.U;E/;v/
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